Health & Safety

**WARNING** HEATH & SAFETY

**WARNINGS:** To reduce the risk of personal injury, discomfort or property damage, please ensure that all users of this accessory carefully read the warnings below.

**Before Using Your VR System**

- It is important that you carefully read the Health and Safety Guide enclosed with your headset in addition to these warnings before using your VR system.
- Read and follow all setup and operating instructions provided with the headset.
- Visit the Oculus Safety Center at oculus.com/safety-center for the latest versions of the warnings for your accessory and your headset, including warnings in different languages, and for more information on the safe use of your VR system.
- This power adapter is not a toy and should not be used by children under the age of 13.

**WARNING** Headset Battery and Charging

- Your headset contains a rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery. Improper use of the battery or power adapter may result in a fire, explosion, battery leakage or other hazard. Follow these instructions to reduce the risk of injury to you or others, or damage to your product or other property.
- The battery in your headset is not user replaceable or serviceable. Do not attempt to open your headset to access the battery, open, repair or replace the battery. Please contact Oculus Support, if you need battery or power management support for your device.
- Only charge your headset with the included power adapter and cable, or an approved power adapter and cable if not included. Do not use other cables or power adapters. If you are unsure about whether a cable or power adapter is compatible with your headset, contact Oculus Support.
• Periodically inspect connection cables, connector tips and the power adapter for damage or signs of wear. Do not use your power adapter if prong(s), enclosure, connector port, connector cable or any part is damaged, cracked, or exposed.
• Do not use external battery packs or power sources other than this power adaptor, the included power adapter or authorized accessories to charge the battery or power the headset.
• Do not attempt to charge or use the headset if it does not turn on after attempted charging, if it gets abnormally warm when it is used or charged, or if the battery compartment is swollen, leaking liquid or smoking.
• Do not disassemble, crush, bend or deform, puncture, shred or put a high degree of pressure on the headset. This can cause leakage or an internal short-circuit in the battery, resulting in overheating.
• Avoid dropping your headset. Dropping it, especially on a hard surface, can potentially cause damage to the headset and battery. Inspect your headset for visual damage before each use. If you suspect damage to your headset or battery, contact Oculus Support.
• Do not let your headset or power adaptor get wet or come in contact with liquids. Even though the headset or power adaptor may dry and appear to operate normally, the battery contacts or circuitry could slowly corrode and pose a safety hazard. If the headset or power adaptor gets wet, contact Oculus Support, even if the headset and power adaptor appears to be working normally.
• Do not place your headset or power adaptor in areas that may get very hot, such as on or near a cooking surface, cooking appliance, iron or radiator or in direct sunlight. Excessive heating can damage the headset, power adaptor or the battery and could cause the headset or the battery to explode. Do not dry a wet or damp headset or power adaptor with an appliance or heat source such as a microwave oven, hair dryer, iron or radiator. Avoid leaving your headset in a car in high temperatures.
• In the event of a battery leak, do not allow the liquid to come in contact with the skin or eyes. If contact has been made, wash the affected area with large amounts of water and seek medical advice.
• Always ensure that the headset and power adaptor have adequate ventilation and air flow while in use or charging. Covering the headset or power adaptor with materials that significantly affect air flow may affect their performance and poses a possible risk of fire or explosion.
• For your protection, you should take immediate action when prompted by system alerts. The headset may provide you with an audible and visual alert on the screen when the headset is overheating. If that alert appears/sounds, to reduce the risk of personal injury, immediately remove your headset, stop charging and let it cool down before continuing use.
• Your headset and this power adapter comply with applicable limits for industry surface temperature standards. To prevent potential low-temperature burns from prolonged direct contact, avoid direct skin contact with your power adapter for long periods of time when charging, or when plugged into a power source. Ensure the headset and power adapter are in a well-ventilated area when in use. Use the approved charging cable to optimize proximity of your device to the power adapter; do not place headset or power adapter under a pillow, blanket or part of your body. Users with special medical or physical conditions that impair the ability to detect heat against your skin should take special care when using the device or charging with the power adapter. Follow any thermal alerts that may appear/sound on your headset.
• Recycle or dispose of your headset and adapter in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. In some areas, the disposal of certain electronic devices is strictly regulated. Do not dispose of the headset, battery or adapter in a fire or incinerator, as the battery may explode when overheated. Dispose of separately from household waste.
Refer to oculus.com/support for proper maintenance and replacement of your headset. Refer to oculus.com/compliance for information on how to recycle your unwanted headset.

**WARNING** Electrical Shock

- To reduce risk of electric shock:
  - Do not modify or open any of the components provided.
  - Do not charge this device if any part of the provided or approved power adapter cable is torn, any wires are exposed, or battery compartment damaged.
  - Do not insert any metal, conductive, or any foreign objects into the charging port.
  - Do not expose the device to water or fluid.
  - ONLY use this power adaptor, the power adapter provided with your device, or other authorized adapter if one was not provided with your device.

- System Care
  - Do not use your system or power adaptor if any part is broken or damaged.

- Do not attempt to repair any part of your system or power adaptor yourself. Repairs should only be made by an Oculus authorized servicer.
- To avoid damage to your headset or power adaptor, do not expose them to moisture, high humidity, high concentrations of dust or airborne materials, temperatures outside their operating range or direct sunlight.
- To avoid damage, keep your headset, cables, power adaptor and accessories away from pets.